
relevant representations report interested party 2002 6809 Dear sir , following the post 
hearing submissions I wish to make additional comments for the Inspectorate to consider at 
their deliberations of the application to build SIZEWELL C&D powers stations. 
I feel the inspectorate panel should be aware that as an interested party I was very 
disappointed with the performance of the virtual four day hearings , my own session was 
delayed due to weather conditions and I had repeated difficulty maintaining internet 
connection as I live in an area where internet speed are still very poor.  Will you please 
begin to look at introducing public meetings for this process so that all members of the 
public can participate . 
I wish to endorse all the comments made by stop Sizewell C, the RSPB and Suffolk Wildlife 
Trust as well as Suffolk Coastal Friends of the Earth ,and the numerous parish councils who 
spoke out over the four days of hearings . It was interesting that no one person actually 
spoke to support the project and it was clear EDF did not feel that they needed to make any 
comments to all the objectors that did speak . very disappointing that they did not believe it 
to be even necessary . This shows evidence of their lack of community participation that 
they have displayed through out this process. 
This is a project that has been ill thought through as far as coastal erosion and the legacy of 
nuclear waste is concerned . new solutions are already being researched and by the time 
these two powers stations are built they will  be completely unnecessary . 
my greatest fear of EDF is governance and a belief that they will be late to deliver ,so sell on 
early possibly to the Chinese . They are asking you to agree to a speculative build for 
themselves a capital gain. What they then leave us in Suffolk is a legacy of nuclear waste our 
grandchildren will have to deal with .Their history is one of late delivery ,over budget and a 
performance that does not evidence a capable controlling mind that is obligatory to this 
scheme. If it is sold off who then will be the CCM ? EDF is not a reliable company and is it 
realistic to believe their promises? 
Please , please reject this application June Holmes 20026809 


